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An Innovation
Leptone Interactive is a full media agency experiencing in the marketing and
advertising industry for the past 6 years. The internet and world wide web and
harnessing its powerful communication adequacies to provide propelled
business attention and business growth to our costumers has been our primary
focus of all other traditional marketing and advertising mediums. With an
excellent team of professional designers and developers we provide total
solutions for clients that need absolute presence on the web without dredging
for popularity or attention through referrals and search engines. We make sure
that you get the lot of visitors to your site through different methodologies.
Our team is proficient in latest cutting edge web technologies that enable us to
create and furbish state of the art web applications that can pursue any type of
operation required to perform a task or provide a visitor with adequate
features. Although being able to create, customize and deliver hybrid web
applications, we make sure that you’re not only satisfied with the way how it
works. Making sure that its front end and user interface is attractive and
keeping visitors coming in and at the same time designers inspired of the
designs and interactivity with the visual components is also our primary
objective of a successful online system for your business.

Leptone interactive is the owner of 4 open source projects out of which 2 are
very successfully and well known. Both these projects provide developers with
abilities to develop manageable, maintainable and portable web applications
through out using the web’s most powerful programming language. Gluing
application workflow with user interactivity, authentication and authorization it
is very easy to create web applications such as content management systems,
photo galleries, product catalogues, web mail clients, dynamic web pages,
cross site scripting engines and web service clients.
Being a great inspirer, Leptone Interactive has a team of professional designers
capable of providing design services from traditional media such as brochures,
leaflets, business cards, flyers to new media interactive web designs,
animations to 3D modeling and video productions.
We pursue our best to proffer and carry out total business solutions for
marketing and advertising our clients. Being a total solution provider we endure
our last but not the least proficiencies to make sure that our clients gets more
than what they expect. And being by their side as their business grows from
small to medium to large is our vision.

We have been collaborating with online communities and other developers
around the world and contributing to open source projects as a hobby and as a
additional interest like no other in the country and that gives us a strong sense
of security that our projects are trusted and used around the internet and
hosted at other web sites providing mechanisms for harnessing user
experiences for developing customized web applications.
Our rich portfolio can tell you that you’re not only looking at a web designing
and developing company. But a special entity that loves to bring about
innovations through commitments to other designers and developers at the
same time making sure that our clients know our activities through out a
providing them with the guarantee that we will not only be present in the
designing and development of a clients web system, but present in the
development and growth of a clients business as a whole.
Leptone Interactive
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Web Solutions
1 | Dynamic Web Applications
Developing dynamic web applications has been our primary focus for web
based clients. Although some of our clients prefer their sites as traditional web
sites for reasons, deploying a dynamic web application to drive customers to
your website has a lot of advantages.
First of all, being able to customize the site content and features when ever
you like is the far most beneficial advantage you will get over traditional ones.
Personnel in charge of site maintenance do not require knowledge of HTML or
other relevant technologies to update the website. An administrative control
panel, which is something similar to a web mail interface, provides you with
functionality just like a desktop application to customize site entities such as
implemented pages, structure, news items, banners, modules, blocks and even
customer user management.
Although the scale of the business might be small so does the necessity
content it can provide to online visitors. But implementing a dynamic
infrastructure and being able to scale in time when you need to is the key
advantage of ownership of a website.
Traditional methods reduces you to higher a professional for the job which is
costly. Or higher a professional each time you want to bring about changes to
key information to web site is even costlier.
An example from our portfolio can be experienced from the website of
Cartunes Pvt. Ltd. (http://www.cartunes.com.mv).

2 | Interactive Flash™ Driven
Modern designers and innovative and creative entities on the web present
themselves and their services through Interactive Flash™ web sites. Flash ™ is
the most powerful authoring enhancement ever seen on the Internet. It is a
powerful technology that enables designers and developers to collaborate and
build interactive multimedia web applications. Providing cutting edge vector
graphics, and propelled vector animation features and functionalities, it can be
used to deploy web applications that attach it self to site visitors and takes
them afar that an online visitor is impelled to experience and explore each and
every part of the website before they would even think of leaving.
It can combine 3D animations to event driven sound and music. User
interactivity and speed of deliverance is so significant that visitors will
experience a different environment just the same as the operating system their
working on for example Windows XP™.
An example from our portfolio can be experienced from the website of Skytours
Maldives Pvt. Ltd. (http://www.skytoursmaldives.com).

3 | Static Traditional Websites
Static traditional websites does not require an introduction. It has been the
most widely used medium to deploy a presence on the web when larger
entities realized that a need to automate and keep the control infrastructure on
the website it self is more adequate. Either way small to medium enterprises
still prefer static website as not much of a user experience is required in the
initial years of its operation.
An example from our portfolio can be experience from the website of
Panorama Maldives Pvt. Ltd. (http://www.artlinedesign.com).

Leptone Interactive
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Portfolio
MNCCI Official Yellow
Pages

Cartunes Pvt. Ltd.
Cartunes is a medium well
known company that
deals cars, car accessories
and spare parts. Further
they sell marine products
as well, from speed boats,
spare parts and
accessories.

This online Yellow Pages
is the official online Yellow
Pages directory of MNCCI.
It is developed as a
dynamic web application
to provide significant
searching and
management of business
listings. It has now been
undisclosed.
http://www.maldivesyellowpages.com

http://www.cartunes.com.mv

Department of Public
Health

Maldives National
Chamber of Commerce
and Industry

DPH is one of our first
web sites and. It is a
static website that
provides the health
related services provided
from the department in
English and Dhivehi.

MNCCI is the special
individual entity in charge
for promoting and
amalgamating internal and
external businesses and
investments.

http://www.mncci.com
Leptone Interactive

http://www.dph.gov.mv
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Moving International
Pvt. Ltd.

Freesun Maldives Pvt.
Ltd.

Moving International is a
well known reputed travel
and touring company. It is
a very fancy site designed
to impress visitors and
give an impression of a
travel related website with
lots of colors.

Freesun Maldives is a
travel and touring
company.

http://www.movinmaldives.com

http://www.freesunmaldives.com

Nooraanee Queen
Yacht

Desire Maldives
Travels and Tours Pvt.
Ltd

Nooraanee Queen is
luxurious safari cruiser
operated by Moving
International. The website
is comprised of a multi
lingual interface which
provides several language
selections based on one
dynamic backend.

http://www.nqcruise.com
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Desire Maldives is a travel
and touring company.
Besides their primary
objectives, they operate a
luxurious safari cruise
‘Gaaviya’.

http://www.desire-maldives.com
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Panorama Maldives
Pvt. Ltd.

Isle Jaunt Maldives
Pvt. Ltd.

Panorama Maldives is
travel and touring
company. They operate 4
safaris.

Isle Jaunt Maldives is
travel and touring
company.

http://www.panorama-maldives.com

Isle Jaunt Maldives
website is developed as a
static website.

http://www.islejauntmaldives.com

Skytours Maldives Pvt.
Ltd.

Island Hideaway at
Dhonakulhi Maldives.
Spa Resort and Marina.

Skytours Maldives
provides a wide range of
aviation related services.
Besides their primary
objectives, they provide
travel services and
maritime services.

Island Hideaway is a new
Resort in the Maldives.

Skytours Maldives website
is one of our finest efforts.
http://www.skytoursmaldives.com

Leptone Interactive

http://www.island-hideaway.com
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Artline Design Pvt. Ltd.
Artline Design is a well
reputed design agency
based in the Maldives.

http://www.artlinedesign.com

Leptone Interactive
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Hassan Shifaz

Project Coordinator

Leptone Interactive
Address
Leptone Interactive
Ma. Maandhoovilla
Bodufulhah Magu
Malé
Republic of Maldives

Personnel
Inash Zubair

CEO | Project Manager | Layout Architect
Leptone Interactive
Shifaz@leptone.com
7778536
Shifaz has been experience the web industry for the past 4 years. As an
experience designer for a reputable company in Malé for 3 years, he has a lot
of experience in designing user interfaces and well organized object displays
that comply with industry standards. His major league has been designing and
developing convenient interactive user interfaces.
As web master for the largest telecoms company in the country, he maintains
the official website of the company and its subsidy the internet service
provider’s website. Besides them, the internal intranet web applications and the
intranet website is also maintained by him.

Project Coordinator

Ibrahim Saeed
Creative Art Director | Animation & Layout Architect
Leptone Interactive
Saeed@leptone.com
7781035

Experience in major programming languages and specializing in software
designing and development for the past 5 years; desktop programming and
especially web programming has been a primary objective.

Saeed has been a natural born artist with excellent creative talents in graphical
communication and object designing concepts. He is the Chief Art Director at
Leptone Interactive and designs all of the web sites and other marketing and
advertising materials for its clients. He is proficient and the latest of Industry
leading software that makes imagination in to reality.

Web Developer | CTO
Leptone Interactive
Inash@leptone.com
7788904

Designing of advanced content management systems and mission critical web
applications ascertains that any kind of glue application can be developed for
critical information systems.
Besides web designing, programming and development, desktop applications
for Windows has been a secondary major scene. As integrating customized
solutions for information systems that consist of large amounts of data and
connectivity to relational database management systems, an uncertain
customized solution is far from reality.

Leptone Interactive

Clients that require video and animated 3d presentations are also designed and
developed by Saeed with critics and help from the rest of the team.
Other traditional media related materials are also designed by him. As a whole,
most of the designing is done by Saeed. As the Art Director for the company he
makes certain that a clients image is at the upper most from the rest of the
competitors; leaving limited tryouts for a subsequent equivalent.
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